
FREE AUTOMOTIVE SHOP BUSINESS PLAN

F and R Auto Repair auto repair shop business plan services. F and R Auto Repair is a start-up automobile repair and
service business.

This area of service is always growing. These customers will remain satisfied because they will be happy with
our service, prices and the atmosphere we provide. This slowdown in the economy has also greatly impacted
real estate sales, which has halted to historical lows. As new vehicle prices increase, consumers are inclined to
maintain and service their vehicles for longer periods of time. Such an occurrence will be facilitated by a
continuous cash inflow enough to support business operations. The Automotive Repair Shop, Inc. Demand
depends on the number of cars, how much they're driven, and how complicated they are to fix. In addition,
FRAR will extensively ensure availability of auto parts with unlimited supply and no shortage as an attempt to
ensure fast orders and delivery of key auto components. The Company was founded in by John Doe. The
Automotive Repair Shop will also use an internet based strategy. Any more capital requirement will be
financed from a bank loan, secured by member properties. Wheel alignment and repair services Other repair
and maintenance services Sales Forecast One thing is certain, there would always be haulage companies,
transportation companies, corporate organization, government agencies, households and individual who would
need to take their cars, vans, and trucks et al for routine maintenance and servicing or for outright repairs. Jack
Romney and his twin brother and business partner for many years James Romney. We will mainly use the
direct sales staff to meet the strategy. We expect to meet bank loan within the next one period in our
operations, perhaps at fiscal  Competition from dealerships is bec oming stiffer. We will also ensure FRAR
has an advanced and a reliable supplier attachment that are most reliable and can perhaps undertake timely
delivery. Also, dealerships tend to distance themselves from their clients, refusing to take the time to educate
the customer about their problems. Buyers 4. Doe will register the Automotive Repair Shop with online
portals so that potential customers can easily reach the business. These are the areas we intend generating our
start â€” up capital; Generate part of the start â€” up capital from personal savings and sale of his stocks
Generate part of the start â€” up capital from friends and other extended family members Generate a larger
chunk of the startup capital from the bank loan facility. These clients are loyal and will continue to follow LR
Automotive, when we move to our new location. Currently, the economic market condition in the United
States is in recession. Projected cash flow Our cash flow projections will reveal that the provided funds for our
daily expense are adequately catered for to meet FRAR requirements. Customers always look for a
well-known brand name when deciding where to take their vehicle. In addition, because the customers see the
service as undifferentiated and a "commodity" with little value separation between competitors if they offer a
suitable level of quality buyer power is also very high. To provide a healthy work environment where our
employees enjoy coming to work each day. Below is a description of how the business intends to market its
services to the general public. By the end of the , we expec t almost 2. Last, but not least, warranties also help
when customers are deciding where to get their work done. This will thereby facilitate development of large
client base from the loyal consumers.


